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article is the Professor of Dogmatic Theology at the Major Seminary of the Society of Jesus at Woodstock College, Maryland.
He entered the Society in 1941 and was ordained in 1950. The
following year he received his Licentiate in Sacred Theology aL
Woodstock College, and in L957 he was awarded the degree of
Doctor of Theology from the Gregorian University in Rome.

In a penetrating article Father Clarke reveals the scholarly
work of the past century which has investigated the mission and
privileges of the Blessed Virgin in order to provide increased
Marian devotion with a solid foundation. He demonstrates likewise
the significant relationship between the study of Mary and the
study of the Church, emphasizes the importance of Mariology in
the ecumenical movement, and finally points out the influence
that a profound knowledge of Mary should have on the social order.
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TUIARY

AND THE THEOTOGIANS
THOMAS E. CLARKE, S.J.

WHEN CATHOLICS AND PROTESTANTS agree to disagree, the
name Mary is almost sure to be mentioned. Today, in many quarter.s,
Simeon's prophecy is being verified with a peculiar twist: She is the

sign of contradiction, the rock of scandal-and this not only for
cynical unbelievers, who for a century have tried to sneer Lourdes
out of existence, but for devout Christians, who profess the faith of
Nicaea and Chalcedon. lt is truly ironic that the very things which
bring Catholics ad Jesum :per Mariam-the processions of Lourdes
and FatiffiE, the papal definition of the Assumption-have become
for many Protestants symbols of Rome's apostasy from the unique,
Mediator, Jesus Christ.
In so unpromising a situation, there may be a ray of hope in
the recent announcement that the centenary celebration of Lourdes
will include a meeting, in Septenrber, 1958, of Catholic theologians
from all over the world. Their theme: Mary and the Church. Their
task: to spell out, in language that the contemporary world can
understand, the meaning of Mary, her place in the Church and in
Christian I ife.
THE HOMAGE OF SCHOTARSHIP

Catholic theologians, who have been accused
ca

n

ha rd

ly be cha rged with

neg

lecting

ou r

Lady.

of many things,
I had the good

fortune, over a year ago, to sit in on a convention of the Mariological
Society of America. There were no plastic Madonnas in evidence, no
statues that glowed in the dark. Theological science, sober and
critical, was being brought to bear on the Mother of God, her life,
prerogatives and personality. Every once in a while there came
from the speaker's platform a rasping sound as of someone clearing
h

is

th

roat, a nd you knew that a nother Hebrew verb had

been

launched into the discussion. All in all, a rather unemotional affair,
hardly to be mentioned with torchlight processions and the "Ave's"
resounding f rom the banks of the Gave de Pau.

MARY AND THE THEOLOGIANS

To appreciate the extent of the current scientific interest in
the mystery of Mary one has but to scan the massive bibliographies
of recent theological literature. Some of the Church's most distinguished scholars are giving their attention to Marian problems.
Names like Yves Congar, Kar! and Hugo Rahner, Henri de Lubac,
Jean Guitton, Martin Jugie, Charles Journet, Stanislas Lyonnet, are
only samples from a list which reads like a roll call of today's outstanding Catholic theologians. Our age has been called the age of
Ma ry. That age, it wou ld seem, is in process of receiving its distinctively Marian theology.
Then, too, Mariology is the theologian's theology.By that I
mean that it offers him, to a unique degree, the opportunity of
employing the technical resources of his science and of applying
its basic principles to the solution of subtle and difficult problems.
So little is said explicitly of Mary and her manifold preorgatives in
the Scriptures and in the literature of the primitive Church that the
iustification of these prerogatives from the sources of revelation
presents a stimulating professional challenge. A classic example is,
found in the recently defined dogma of the Assumptioh, dbout which
the New Testament and the first few centuries offer no overt
testimony.
But the main impulse, perhaps, has come from

a less erudite

source. Our anguished century has witnessed a world-wide intensif i.
cation of devotion to Mary. Fatiffid, the Family Rosary Crusade and

countless other forms of Marian devotion have been the solace of
millions of souls, baffled by the complexities, broken by the crudities of modern life. To provide this Marian devotion with solid
foundations, to check its inevitable excesses and aberrations, to
integrate it into an harmonious living of the Christian vocation,
especially in its temporal and apostolic aspects, such is the challenge
offered today to the theologian of Mary.
SEARCH FOR KNOWTEDGE

The a reas of cu rrent interest a re so n umerous that it wil I be
possible to mention only a handful. The convention in New York
in 1956 dealt with the theme of our Lady's perpetual virginity.

MARY AND THE THEOLOGIANS
One of the highlights of the meeting was a discussion of whether
or not she had a vow of virginity, or even the intention of remaining
a virgin, prior to the Annunciation. The maiority of theologians have
for centuries answered in the affirmative, at least as regards the
intention. But a few recent exegetes, notably Fr. Paul Gaechter of
Innsbruck, have suggested, oh the basis of a careful study of St.
Luke's narrative and its backgound of custom and mentality in the
Semitic world in which Mary lived, that such a vow lacks support
in Sacred Scripture. The question is fascinating, and quite open.
The classic scriptural dispute among Mariologists is undoubtedly

the one concerning the curse of the third chapter of Genesis: "Then
the Lord God said to the serpent:'.. . lwill put enmity between
you and the woman, between your seed and her seed . . .'." Who
is "the woman"? Eve? Mary? Woman in general? For what Marian
prerogatives may the text be legitimately adduced? Her lmmaculate
Conception? Her sinlessness? Her Assumption?

lf Mary is the woman of Genesis 3:15, was she consciously in
the mind of the human author (a view that has been widely held
but has recently lost ground), or is she present only in a deeper
sense, intended by God and discernible only in the light of subsequent revelation and the tradition of the Church? One can see
even f rom this brief exposition what com plexities conf ront the
theologian at every step of his search for Mary as she was, and
for the exact sense of every precious word of God spoken about her.
A

the

subiect that has been receiving considerable attention since
Holy Father's definition of the dogma of the Assumption in

1950 is: did Mary die? Or was she taken from earth to heaven
without passing through the common archway of death? Again
there is question of a generally held position (here, the affirmation
of her real death) being challenged by a minority with subsequent
fruitful debate and developmenl.
Another question of current interest: did our Lady really recite
the Magnificat during her visit to St. Elizabeth, os a cursory reading
of St. Luke's first chapter would suggest; or later in her life? In
fact, can it be critically established that she recited the Magnificat
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at a ll in its present

f orm ? Was it not possible that the inspired
evangelist, writing in a genre that is historical indeed, but not the
history of the newspaper reporter, placed on the lips of Mary this
beautiful song, so reminiscent of the canticle of her forerunner,
Anna, mother of Samuel?

To ma ny of the f a ithf u l, a nd in f act to some theolog ia ns, it
comes as something of a shock that such longstanding beliefs (which

do not involve, needless to sa/, Catholic dogma infallibly taught
by the Church) can be called in question by responsible scholars.
Yet the theologian must ask these guestions.
The Mary who really walked the earth was, in every magnificent detail, the Mary that God planned from eternity as Mother of
his Son. lt is the progressive discovery of that Mary which forms
the privileged task of the theologian. So often suspected of preferring the bloodless category to the ardent "theology of the hea rt:'
he may confidently enlist in his support one who is surely above
such suspicion, St. Therese of Lisreux:

In speaking of our Lady, we ought not to make improbable assertions about malters that are beyond our
knowledgt, for example, that when she was a small child
she went up to the Temple to offer herself to God with
extraordinary fervor and a heart on fire with love. For
all we know, she wenl simply in obedience fo her
parents. . . lf a sermon on the Blessed Virgin is to bear
fruit, it musl describe her real life, such as the Gospel
gives us a glimpse of , and not her f ancied life. . . .
(Novissima Verba, quoted in Emile Mersch, Theology of
the Mystical Body, tr. by Cyril Vollert, S.J., Herder, St.
.|69.)
Louis, 1952, p.
MARIOTOGY AND THE CHURCH

The

two points of

centra

I

sig n if ica

nce in contem

pora

ry

d is-

cussions are those which deal with the problem of a Mariological
synthesis and with the relationship of Mary and the Church. In the

former area the question is asked: is there a basic principle in
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Mariology, a k"y prerogative of Mary that explains and calls for
all the others? lf so, what is it?
How, for example, is Mary's perpetual virginity related to her
divine motherhood, and how are both related to her participation
in the redemptive role of her Son? A wide variety of opinion exists
here. Fr. Karl Rahner of Innsbruck, for instance, finds the basic
principle of Mariology in the fact that Mary is the one who has
been most perfectly redeemed; he attempts to show how the other
privileges are related to this fundamental gift. Other theologians
see as basic the divine maternity, or the co-redemptive role of our
Lady.

Closely related with this problem is the place of Mariology in
the whole corpus of Catholic theology. St. Thomas, in his magnificently structured Summa Theologica, skilf ully wove the principal
Marian questions into his treatise on the Word Incarnate in the Pars
Tertia. Today the textbooks commonly devote a separate treatise to
Mariology. The interest in a Mariology synthesis has brought many
proposed changes; for example, that Mariology be considered as

a link between Christology and ecclesiology.
This last suggestion will be easily understood when we ref lecf
on the one aspect of Mariology that gives promise of making the
greatest contribution to the life of the Church in the second half
of our century. lmean the topic of the Lourdes meetihg, "Mary and
the Church." The way for its fruitful discussion was prepared by tho
attention given earlier to the Church as the Mystical Body of Christ.
Once the organic, as distinct from the iuridical, aspects of the
Church and its relationship to Christ had been restored to their
rightful place, it became possibie to ask' how is Mary related to
the Mystical Body? An answer was sought in a re-examination of
the teaching of Scripture and tradition, especially as contained in
the famous twelfth chapter of the Apocalypse, which describes
".
in heaVefl: d woman clothed with the sun,
a great sign
and the moon was under her feet, and upon her head a crown of
twelve stars." Who is the woman? Mary or the Church-or both?
Another vital question in contemporary Mariology.

MARY AND THE THEOLOGIANS
Particular investigations of Mary as the new Eve, as the "type"
the Church, as bride of the new Adam, as virgin-mother of the

of
"new man," have disclosed unexploited riches in the theology oF
the Fathers. The result has been that not a few theologians, in
attempting a synthesis of theology, are placing special stress on
the Church-Mary relationship.
Mention of the Church brings us back to the ecumenical aspect
of Mariology, of which we spoke at the b"ginning. Admittedly the

liJ!,: i".:' JJ: : J^ ;,:ff.,l::
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Jl:
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we may suspect) of a living faith in Jesus Christ, true God and true
man. That common heritage regarding the Son might well afford
a solid basis for mutual understanding regarding the mother. lt
might-if and to the extent that the faith of Protestants in the Word
Incarnate withstands the liberal and postliberal assaults on the
Christology that Luther and Calvin shared with the Church of Rome.
?,

PROTESTANT VIEWS

Mary's name has been prominent in recent Protestant theology,
and the comments have ranged from the occasional suggestion oF
Mariolatry (so disturbing to Catholics) to quiet and sincere critiques
from those whose quarrel is not so much with our Lady as with her
place in Catholic theology and devotion. To mention but a few
prominent instances, Karl Barth's monumental Church Dogmatics devotes some vigorous paragraphs to a clear reiection of the Catholic'
conception of Mary as he has found it in Scheeben and other leading
theologians. Yet Barth himself willingly accepts the title of "Mothel
of God," defined at the Council of Ephesus, and defends the virgin
birth. Similarly, one of the most scholarly of recent Protestant works
on our Lady, written by Giovanni Miegge, an ltalian Waldensian,
will have no part of Catholicism's devotion to Mary, yet acknowledges that she is truly Mother of God.
Catholics should recall that Protestant critiques of our devotion
to Mary are not all of a piece; they vary greatly in tone and content.
Like all subiects of ecumenical concern, this one calls for patient
and charitable discussion. Catholics have no need to apologize for
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their devotion to Mary, in which they find the authentic fruit of the
scriptural description of her dignity. On the other hand, they are
not so foolish as to claim that either theology or popular devotion
is immune from disturbances of that fine balance which renders
to God the things that are God's, and to his creatures, be they ever
so exalted, their full due and no more.
Mary's relationship with the Mystical Body is, I have said, likely
to be the contribution of Mariology to the Christian life of the next
hatf-century. Why this is so should be fairly obvious. As the discussions on the Mystical Body resulted in a less individualistic devotion to our Lord Himself, so the realization of Mary's connection
with the Mystical Body will bring a needed social emphasis to
Marian devotion. One of the most tragic separations in this age of
separations is the frequent divorce of devotion to Mary from the
apostolate of the Church in the temporal order.
MARY AND SOCIAL ORDER

A good deal of devotion to Mary remains highly individualistic
and asocial in tone. The call f rom Fatima to prayer and Penance
has won a world-wide response, but how often is that resPonse
made by devout souls half-oblivious of the acute social problems in
the midst of which they are living, and to which unfortunately they
may be contributing? How many novenas are made by faithful
Catholics who have failed positively to relate their devotions to the
exigencies of interracial iustice, of morality in dress, of Christian
temperance and mortification in the midst of a pleasure-bent society?
It may well be that we priests have missed a golden opportunity by our failure to inform popular Marian devotion with a deep
sense of the social aspects of our Lady's life, virtues and role in
God's redemptive ptan. What a marvelous challenge , for example,
is presented to the Catholic woman of today by the Gospel portrait
of Mary at the moment of her Magnificat. Daughter of her race to
her fingertips, sharing its anguished expectancy of the Messiah,
thrillingly aware that the hope of her people grows to birth within
her, she proclaims the praise of Yahweh, God of her fathers, who
"has put down the mighty from their thrones, and has exalted the
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lowly . .

filled the hungry with good things, and the rich . .

.

sent empty away."

The Mary of Cathof ic theology, the real Mary, is the woman of
the people, the woman who was poor; and if the counterfeit figures
of La Pasionaria, Ana Pauker and others have, for many of God's
poor in our duy, usurped that role, may it not be partly because
excessive sentimentality and bourgeois preoccupation with the SUr.
face of things have obscured for many Christians the figure of Mary
as champion of the poor?

This task of rediscovering the true face of our Mother is the
work of the theologian. But it is not exclusively his. For theology
at its highest is but a reverent listening to the heartbeat of the
Mystical Body, a tuning in on the ever changing, Spirit-directed
drama which is the Church marching across the centuries. Theology
draws on the faith of the people, on Christian experience, the very
faith and experience which it, in turn, must nourish. And SO, if the
next few decades disclose a more vital and contemporary theology
of Mary, it will be because Mary's children are offering her, with
her Son, a homage that is deeper, truer, more balanced than we are
offering now.
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